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Automotive industry facing  
CASE and digitization

The race for the first fully autonomous car has flared up. 
Governments like Norway, for example, will decide to abolish the 
internal combustion engine by 2025. At the same time, more and 
more young people are deciding not to own a car and are opting 
for alternative, usage-oriented mobility models. And connectivity 
functions are already indispensable in modern cars – the most 
popular example is the E-Call, which has had to be installed as 
standard in new cars since 2018.

Cars are no longer just (electro) mechanical objects, but are 
becoming rolling computers and part of the Internet of Things. The 
trend towards the “intelligent” car is irreversible. The intelligence 
first arises in the car itself through sensors and integrated 
computing units, but also comes from cloud backends, edge 
computing instances or through interaction with other objects. The 
intense integration of and interaction with IT and 
telecommunications components also makes the car a prioritized 
object of digitization.

In our white paper series we will present the effects of CASE1 
and digitization on specific automotive topics. In this first paper 
we address the developments in the area of in-car software. 

Development of E/E platforms

Since around 2007, the automotive OEMs have been using 
platforms in the development of vehicles that focused on 
standardizing the configuration of the internal combustion engines 
used. 2020 is the first major upheaval, as platforms are created 
that will reflect the requirements of the new world of hybrid and 
purely electric drives. This developments will center the E/E 
archictecture (electronical/electrial) and vehicle software.

The E/E architecture usually consists of three components:  
sensors, control units and actuators. The control units are the 
“brain” of the vehicle – they provide the hardware and software for 
on-board data processing. A premium vehicle has over 100 such 
control units installed within the old architectures, which control 
various functions such as infotainment, navigation, windscreen 
wipers, door openers, lights, but also safety-related functions such 
as brakes and airbags. The control units are distributed all over the 
car – with the corresponding challenges for the conception and 
design of a new car. Such decentralized architectures are difficult 
to reconcile with the CASE requirements: they are too complex and 
do not scale appropriately. This complexity becomes an 
impediment for efficient and fast vehicle development. To reduce 
the time to market for new developments, new E/E architectures 
and software concepts have to be established.

Cars of the future need central and consolidated architectures. 
Functionalities are then bundled in new, more powerful control 
units, for example in high-performance computers based on 
processing units. In this way, not only the number of control units 
is drastically reduced, but hardware and software are also 
increasingly decoupled from one another and standardized. Virtual 
control units run on the high-performance infrastructure, sensors 
and actuators take on some of the processing tasks. Powerful 
microprocessor-based all-round computing units that can be used 
for a wide range of tasks are thus replacing specialized micro-
controllers. The brain of the car is being rebuilt.

Never before in its more than 100-year history has the automotive industry faced such fundamental 
and sustainable changes. CASE/ACES (connected, autonomous, shared, electrical) and digitization 
offer a wealth of revolutionary potential, but also – as usual with any revolution – a whole range of 
challenges.
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Meaning of In-Car Software

The third domain covers an area that is currently being intensively 
discussed, semi-autonomous and autonomous driving (ADAS Level 
1-5) as well as safety functions for driving. Body & comfort includes 
functions for lights, locking systems and gateways as central data 
interfaces into the vehicle BUS system. The fifth domain includes 
infotainment functions for vehicle occupants. This includes 
navigation, entertainment and telephony.

All these functions must be mapped in software. This turns the 
software into a make-or-break factor for the future of mobility. 
Depending on the criticality of the functions, the corresponding 
software suppliers need specific certifications. Another important 
point in the discussion about the development of embedded 
software are over the air updates. In the future, this possibility will 
offer automobile manufacturers new options for greater agility in 
software delivery – and thus for an intensification of the customer 
relationship. Over the air updates additionally allow new business 
models. Drivers can e.g. (temporarily or permanently) buy features 
like high performance lighting or an increase of acceleration via app. 

McKinsey expects the in-car software market to grow by around 
nine percent over the next ten years (2020 – 2030). The growth is 
mainly driven by the operating system and middleware, body and 
energy, infotainment as well as autonomous and supported driving. 
The latter accounts for about half of the overall market.

In the past, automotive OEMs mainly focused on integration in the 
area of electronics and software. E/E topics, especially in-car 
software are currently being re-evaluated, and its strategic 
importance for the implementation of CASE strategies has been 
recognized: OEMs, but also tier 1 suppliers, have been 
increasingly involved in the past few years to ramp up the 
necessary coding capabilities via mergers & acquisitions and the 
establishment of international competence centers. In the long 
term, OEMs want to implement more than half of the in-car 
software services on their own. They want to use software 
providers for the other half.  

The E/E architecture covers five domains starting with the infrastructure, which manages topics 
such as routing, security and vehicle condition management. The second domain, vehicle motion 
and energy, covers e.g. steering, braking and charging – this area will gain additional relevance 
through the electrification of cars. 

Investments in software development per domains
(USD billions)

Source: McKinsey study “Automotive Software and Electronics 2030”²

2.1 Software: the global automotive software market will show 
dynamic growth 
Our analysis of the automotive SW market combines a functional grouping of SW functionality 
with a value chain perspective. From a functional point of view, the market can be divided into 
several SW domains along the technology stack. The OS and middleware are the low-level 
SW components that enable HW/SW separation and implement low-level functions. The 
SW functions running on ECUs, DCUs, or smart sensors can be grouped according to their 
functional domain: powertrain, chassis, energy, body, ADAS/AD, infotainment, middleware, 
OS, connectivity and security, and connected services. For each domain we have analyzed 
how the SW development effort will evolve by 2030, depending on the complexity of the SW 
functions and influence of ACES trends.

From a value chain perspective, there are three main phases of the SW development process 
to be considered: implementation of core functions (including adaptation of functionality for 
specific vehicle platforms), validation and verification of intended functionality, and system 
integration of SW modules. Our analysis has considered how the ratios between these phases 
vary depending on the functional domain – e.g., safety-related functions contain a higher 
share of validation and verification in the total development effort.

Some domains likely to grow strongly due to ACES trends, others to remain mostly 
constant or hit a plateau
Exhibit 4 shows the breakdown of the automotive SW development efforts by the different 
domains and tech-stack elements. Overall market size is expected to reach ~USD 84 billion by 
2030 and therefore more than double over the ten-year period from 2020 when the market size 
is estimated at ~USD 34 billion. While overall SW development is expected to increase, this will 
probably not be the case for all vehicle SW functions. Particularly, development related to ICE 
powertrains is likely to increase at only 1.5 percent year over year, and the market for chassis-
related SW is expected to stay almost flat until 2030. If the effect of a labor cost increase is 
controlled for, development effort for the chassis domain is expected to decrease by ~2 percent  
year over year as fewer ICE vehicle platforms are developed and the focus shifts to BEVs.

Exhibit 4

Breakdown of SW development eorts into domains
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Added Value of External  
In-Car Software Providers

This could be reflected, for example, in in-car software 
strategies that span the entire value chain – from requirements 
management to integration testing end to end.

This also includes security services (beyond the actual 
development), which will become increasingly important for the car 
of the future with its software-defined architecture. Security has 
two components: First, the functional safety of the systems on 
board of the car must be guaranteed (safety). An airbag or a brake 
must do their job reliably – even if they are software-defined. On 
the other hand, the IT on board has – supported by backend 
systems with near real-time capabilities – to recognize and 
withstand a wide variety of criminal intrusion attempts before any 
damage occurs. 

Requirements for In-Car Software Providers  

In-car software providers must offer a compliance setup that meets 
the client’s required process requirements. In addition, the 
functional safety of the software supplied must be ensured, 
especially compliance with ISO 26262, which is reflected in the 
Automotive Safety Integrity Levels (ASIL3) A-D. Holistic approaches 
are characterized by the fact that the service provider also has in-
car security expertise, so that he can offer penetration testing or 
intrusion detection software, for example.

The decisive factor for the performance of a provider is the quality 
and quantity of its in-car software developers as well as the 

associated functions for requirements and project management, 
testing and validation (also for XiL infrastructures). Introducing off-
shore resources enable a well-balanced appooach of onsite and re-
mote services. In addition, the provider must know the respective 
E/E architecture and the associated product development 
processes of the OEM or tier 1 supplier.

Depending on the given reference model, the provider must master 
both agile and classic waterfall methods for software development 
and project management. Mastering the AUTOSAR5 classic, 
AUTOSAR adaptive and MISRA C/C++ standards is also necessary 
for the software process. This also includes the use of standard 
tools such as PREEvision/Rational Doors and Jenkins. 

A final important selection criterion can be that the provider 
actively participates in organizations that actively design 
development methods for in-car software. 

Enterprises that involve external in-car software providers should 
therefore make sure from the outset whether they are not using the 
situation to choose a provider with expertise that goes beyond 
traditional software development. A holistic view of IT topics – from 
in-car applications to connectivity to the (cloud) backend including 
end-to-end security – is a core competency in the digital era that 
decides on success in international competition. International 
locations for development and testing might play an essential role 
for success as well.

In-car software providers usually have a narrow focus on software development. Additional added 
value for the client arises when the in-car software provider can enable more comprehensive or even 
end-to-end approaches through additional skills. 
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T-Systems – Partner of  
the Automotive Industry

T-Systems is one of the largest European ICT providers for the 
automotive industry. In addition to the provision of classic 
(outsourcing, on-premises) and modern (cloud, edge) IT 
infrastructures, the provider realized countless connectivity, 
integration and development projects for well-known automotive 
companies, thereof 13 of the top 20 OEMs and multinational tier 
suppliers. At in-car software, T-Systems focuses on the domains of 
information and communication, driver assistance (ADAS Level 
0-3) and security, selected functions of body and comfort as well 
as infrastructure.

An overview of the white papers in this series: 

• Part 1: The Software-Defined Car – Developments in In-Car 
 Software 
• Part 2: Over the Air Updates – Online Services for Automobiles 
• Part 3: Teleoperated Driving – Remote Vehicle Control
• Part 4: Future Engineering – Reduce Time to Market

• Security/Privacy by Design
• Sichere Software für sichere Funktionalitäten
• Spezifische Security-Einheit mit 1400 Experten  

und umfassendem Portfolio
• 4000 Automotive-Experten
• End-to-End Integrationsexpertise 

• Secure software for safety functions
• Specific security unit with more than 1,400 experts
• 4,000 automotive experts
• End-to-end expertise for integration
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Markus Lorenz 
Markus.Lorenz@t-systems.com
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T-Systems International GmbH
Hahnstraße 43d
60528 Frankfurt am Main

http://www.t-systems.de
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